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I. IlTRODUCTIOl 
A. Types of S«n®rallS5atlons 
Continuity of a funotion at a point has been generalized 
in two distinct fashions, Bair© (1) introduced the notion of 
the semi-continuous function which deals with the behavior of 
a function in the neighborhood of a point without completely 
restricting the value of the function at the point. If a 
function is continuous at a point s , it always may be rede­
fined at f and remain upper (lower) aemi-continuous at 3 • 
Blmberg (2) has considered functions which would be con­
tinuous if certain sets in the domain of definition of the 
function were neglected. For example, if f(x) = 0 for 
rational values of x and f(x) » 1 for irrational values of 
X, then f is continuous at each irrational point if the 
rational points are deleted from the domain of definition. 
In this case, however, the generalized continuity at an 
Irrational point would be destroyed if the function were 
given a different value at that point. The purpose of this 
thesis is to examine a particular generalization of each 
kind isentioned above and to develop a notion which Includes 
both of the generalizations as special cases. 
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B, (Jeneral Definitions and Notation 
following definitions and agreements are given for 
the sake of completeness, k space is a set for which some 
notion of nearness of elements has been defined. A Hausdorff 
space X is a set which contains a collection of subsets called 
neighborhoods which enjoy the following four properties; 
i. each element x of X has at least one neighborhood and x 
is contained in each ©f its neighborhoods; 11. if there are 
two neighborhoods of x, then there exists a neighborhood of 
X which is contained in both of thesej ill, if y lies in a 
neighborhood of x, then there exists a neighborhood of y which 
is contained in the neighborhood of X| iv. if x and y are 
distinct, then there exist disjoint neighborhoods of x and y. 
The notation l(x) signifies that N is a neighborhood of the 
.element x. fwo collections of neighborhoods and are said 
to be equivalent if for each element N(x) of {Kj there exists 
an element I'(x) of P'l contained in N{x), and if for each 
element l«(x) ofP*} there exists an element N(x) of ^Kj contained 
in N'(x). The point,!|is said to be an Interior point of the 
set S if there exists an SCx) such that If(x) is contained in 
S. S is said to be open If each element of S is an interior 
point of S. The point x is said to be a limit point of S 
if every N(x) contains at least two points of S, The cloatire 
of S is the set S plus the set of limit points of S. A set 
is said to be denumerable if its elements may be meted 
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blimiquely with the positive integers. A set is coun.table 
if It is finite or dentmerable, A aet S Is said to be no­
where dens® in X if, for e¥ery neighborhood I of X, there 
exists a neighborhood Nj. contained in H such that the pro­
duct HiS is a null set, A set is said to be exhaustible 
(of Bsire's first category} If it is the sum of a countable 
number of nowhere dense sets« fhe complement with respect 
to X of an exhaustible set is a residual set, and a set 
which is not exhaustible is inexhaustible (of Baire's 
second category), X is said to be a regular space if given 
a closed set P and a point x not contained in P, there exist 
two open sets and Gjj such that PCGj^, x^Gg, and Q^Ga is 
a null set* X Is said to be a separable space if it contains 
a countable set T such that each neighborhood in X contains 
at least one elewent of f. 
Let p be a point property. The symbol E Lxtp] denotes 
the set of points x which have the property p. The sets of 
real numbers Stxsa<x<bJ, Etxjaigx<b], lLxja<x<bJ , and 
S[x!a<x<bj ar® denoted by [a,b] , la,b), (a,b] and (a,b) 
respectively. The complement of a set S with respect to 
X is denoted by S"" and the closure of S Is designated cS. 
If a metric or distance function is defined for elements of 
S, the distance between two elements y^ and yjg of S is 
written |yi-ya|. 
Let f b® a function on a Hausdorff space X onto a 
subset of a regular separable Hausdorff space Y, let 5 be 
a point of X, and let a neigiiborhood S(s) b© given. Let 
the a®t of numbers IT[N(f)] consist of {jf Cxj,)-f (xg ) |  
for all and x® in l{g). If UCN{f)J is bounded above, 
let 3[S(5)] b© the least upper bound of !JCN(^)1 • The 
function S(x) is said to be th© saltus fuaiction of f{x) 
and is defined as followsj 
S{x) is the greatest lower bound of S[N(x)] for all 
N{x) for which StNCx)J is defined, 
B(x) « 1 for all eleraents x for which no SCK(x)] is 
defined# 
S(x) is a non-negative function on X. If lCNj.{g)J denotes 
the greatest lower bound of S{x) on the set iHi(g-) - s] # 
then the least upper bound of IWC^)] for all M{^) exists. 
Denote this bound by lim inf S(x). If no S[N(g-)] is 
X-^f 
defined, f is said to be unbounded at 
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II. NSiaHBORLY AND GLIQniSH FUNCTIONS 
A. Notation and Definitions 
Let X be a Hausdorff space in which each neighborhood 
is an inexhaustible set, and let iNl denote the system of 
neighborhoods in X* Let Y be a regular separable Hausdorff 
apace and let IM] denote the system of neighborhoods in Y, 
Let {be a countable subset of }M} such that con­
stitutes a system of neighborhoods equivalent to the system 
If f is a function from X to a subset of Y, the symbol 
f ^ (M) means E[xif{x)GM], and f~l(Mp means E[x:f{x)^M3. 
When the space J is metrized, the symbol M{r2} a) means 
ECytjiZ-y} < a] , In some of the theorems which follow, the 
space X is assiimed to be regular and separable. When this 
assumption is made, it can be metrized and the distance 
between two elements Xj and Xg of X is denoted by Ix^-xal 
and the symbol N(fja) means ELx!jx-s! < a], 
DEFIIITIOI 1, Let f be a function on a set Xi in X 
onto a subset of Y, and let s be a point of Xj., The 
function f is said to be neighborly at f if for every 
M(f(f)) and for every 1(5), there exists an N contained 
in N(s) such that NXj. is not empty and for every x in 
NXi, f (x) €M(f (s) )» If f is neighborly at each point of 
a set S in X, f is said to be neighborly on S. (3) 
Clearly if f is continuous at f, f is neighborly at 
S. Further, if f is continuous at S", it cannot be 
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redefined at s without destroying the neighborly property. 
Thus neighborliness is a generalization of continuity of 
the type studied by Blumberg, The following examples 
exhibit some possible point behaviors of neighborly 
functions of real variables. 
Example 1. 
f(x) «= sin 1/x for x ^  0* 
f{0) « 0. 
In this example f{x) is neighborly at every point. 
Example 2, 
f(x) » X for rational values of x and 
f(x) = -X for irrational values of x 
for values of x in the interval (1/2^ , 1/2^"^] if n is a 
positive even integer. 
f{x) = 1 for rational values of x and 
f(x) «1 for irrational values of x 
for values of x in the Interval {1/2^^ , l/2^~^J if n is a 
positive odd Integer, 
f(-x) = f(x). 
f(0) « 0, 
In this example, f(x) ia neighborly at zero and is dis­
continuous at every point of t-1,1]. 
Example 3« 
ss ^ • 2" for X in (l/2" , l/2^""^J j 
2"x-l 
n is a positive Integer. 
f(-x) 5= f{x), 
t(0) a= cj c>0. 
In this example, f(x) is neighborly at zero, and zero 
Is a limit point of points at which f(x) is unbounded, 
DBlPIKIflON 2, Let f be a function on a set in 
X onto a subset of Y, and let s be s. point of cXi. The 
function f is said to be oilquiah at g if for every 
positive number e and for every l(s'), there exists an 
1 contained in K(f) such that KQC^ is not empty and for 
every two points Xj^ and Xjg in NXj., ) f (xi^ )-f (x^) | < e. 
If f is cliquish at each point of a set S in X, f is 
said to be cliquish on S. {)4.) 
Clearly if f is continuous at f, f is cliquish at f. 
If f is continuous at f, then f may be redefined in any 
manner at S (or even be left undefined provided f is still 
defined at sorae point in every neighborhood of g) and still 
remain cliquish at 5, fhus cllquishness is a generaliziation 
of continuity of the type introduced by Baire. Since f is 
cliquish if it I3 neighborly. Examples 1, 2, and 3 exhibit 
functions which are cliquish at zero. In these examples. 
If f is redefined at zero by the equation f(0) = -2, the 
functions are cliquish but not neighborly at zero. 
Example l|., 
f(x) = l/x for X 4 
f(0) » k. 
In this example f{x) is cliquish at zero and it is not 
neighborly at zero for any real value of k. 
B, Characterization of Meighborly and Cliquish Functions 
THEOREM 1, Let f{x) be defined on X and let S{x) 
be the saltus function of f(x). A necessary and sufficient 
condition that f be cliquish at g is that lira inf S(x) = 0. 
x--e»S 
Proof* Let a positive number e and an N{s) be given. 
If f la cliquish at g, there exists an N contained in 
1(5) such that for every two elements Xj, and Xg in N, 
|f(xx) - fCxg)! < e. Thus, on N, S(x) ^  e. Hence 
lim inf S(x) = 0. 
X—-s> s 
To prove the sufficiency, suppose (1) ia true. Let 
a positive number and an Ki(f) be given. Choose 
such that 0 < eg < ej,. By (1), there exists an «2 in Ni{f) 
such that S(«2) < e®. Thus there exists an K(»i) contained 
In N{f) such that for every two elements x« and x" In 
N(7),lf(x*) » f(x")| < Sj.. Hence f(x) is cliquish at 5. 
COROLLARY 1. The set of points on which f is 
cliquish is closed. 
Proof. Let f be a limit point of points at which f is 
cliquish, and let K(s) and a positive number e be given. 
Since 1(5) contains a point at which f is cliquish, there 
exists an *i In 1^(5) such that S(«^) < e. Hence 
lim inf Sfx) = 0 and f is cliquish at 
X—-s> 5 
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GOROLLARY 2. If f is cliquish on a dense set D in 
X, f is cliquish on X,^ 
Proof. Since D is dense in X, cD « X. The proof 
now follows from Corollary 1. 
GOROLLAFIY 3* If f is upper semi-continuous on X, 
f is cliquish on X, 
Proof, If f is upper semi-continuous on X, f ia 
continuous on a dense set in X. (5) The proof now follows 
from Corollary 2« 
The following well-known example establishes the faot 
that Corollaries 1, 2, and 3 do not hold for neighborlineas. 
Example 
Let X be the interval (0,1). f(x) «= 1/q for rational 
values of X in the form p/q, where p and q are relatively 
prime integers, 
f(x) =! 0 for irrational values of x. 
In this example f is neighborly on the irrational numbers 
and is not neighborly on the rational numbers. 
A necessary condition that a function be neighborly 
at a point s is that lira inf S(x) = 0. However, neigh-
X—«» s 
borliness cannot be completely characterized by the 
saltus function as is shown in the following example. 
1 Thielman has proved this corollary directly with­
out using the saltus function {l|.. Theorem 1). 
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Exaiaple 6» 
f{x) = 2 sin l/x tor x 4 0« 
f(0) = 0. 
g(x) = sin l/x for x 4 0* 
g(o) = 3. 
In this example f(x) is neighborly at zero and g(x) is 
not neighborly at zero. However, f{x) and g(x) have 
identical saltus functions. 
LEMFA 1. If the function f Is cliquish on X, then 
th© set E of points at which the saltus of f is greater 
than a fixed positive nxxmber A is nowhere dense. 
Proof, Let H b© given. Since f is cliquish on N, 
there exists an Ni contained in N such that for every two 
elements Xj. and Xg of |r(xi) - f(x®) | < A. Thus fcae 
saltus of f on is < A. 
THEOREM 2. If f is cliquish on X, then the set E of 
points of discontinuity of f is exhaustible.^ Conversely, 
if f is defined on X and if the set of points of dis­
continuity of f is exhaustible, then f is cllquish on X. 
Proof. Choose a positive null sequence of numbers 
. By Lemma 1, the set En of points at which the 
saltus of f is greater than is nowhere dense. Thus 
E «= "Sin Is exhaustible. 
1 This theorem is stated by Thielman (6, Theorem 3.24-)« 
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To prove the converse, observe that If the set of 
discontinuities of f is exhaustible, then f is continuous 
on a dense set. The converse now follows from Corollary 2. 
COfiOLLARY 1^* If the function f is neighborly on X, 
then the set B of points of disoontlnuity of f is 
exhaustible. 
Example $ exhibits the fact that the converse of 
Corollary 1^. does not hold for nelghborllness, 
COHOLLARY 5. If the functiona f(x) and g(x) are 
cliquish on X, then the functions f(x) + g(x) and f(x)g(x) 
are cliquish on X. 
Proof, fh© fxmctlon f{x) is continuous on a residual 
set Rj, and g{x) is continuous on a residual aet Rg, Hence 
f(x) + g(x) and f(x)g(x) are continuous on the residual set 
RiRa* The result now follows from Theorem 2. 
fhe following example shows that Corollary 5 does 
not hold for nelghborllneas, 
Ixaaple ?• 
f(x) « 0 for X < 0. 
f(x) * 1 for X > 0. 
g(x) « f(-x) 
In this example f(x) and g{x) are neighborly at each point 
but f(x) + g(x) and f(x}g(x) are not neighborly at zero# 
COROLLARY 6, If f is neighborly on a dense aet D 
in X, then f is neighborly on a residual set in X, 
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Proof. By Corollary 2, since f is cliqxiish on D, 
f is cliquish on X. The corollary now follows from Theorem 2. 
The aet S in Corollary l|. may be dense. In the following 
©xampl©, P is a function which is neighborly (cliquish) at 
every point and which is discontinuous at every rational 
point. 
Example 8. 
Let Ag, Ag,*'* be a sequence of all non-zero 
rational numbers. 
f^Cx) = sin l/x for x 4 0. 
f|f(x) » i/k® sin 1/fx-Ajj.) f or x 
^o^^^ "0, k = 1,2,3,*'*. 
P{x} « fo(x) + Cjc 
THEOREM 3» If (i) the sequence of f-unctions \fii{x)| 
is defined and converges uniformly to P(x) on X, and if 
(ii) for every n, fn(x) is neighborly (cliquish) at f, 
then P(x) is neighborly (cliquish) at 
Proof, The proof is given first for neighborly 
functions. Let a positive niiraber e and an R(f) be given. 
By hypothesis (i), there exists an integer n such that 
for every ra (iB>n) and for every x, 
|p(x) - fa(x)l < e/3. (2) 
By hypothesis (ii), there exists an N contained in N(s) 
1 fhls theorem is stated for neighborly functions by 
Bledsoe (3)» 
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such that for every x in 1, 
Ifn(x) - fni%) t < e/3. (3) 
Choose Xx in M. It follows from (2) and (3) that 
lP(f) - F(xi)! 
= 1P{^) - fa(f} + fa(xi) - F(xx) + fn(s) - fn(xx)l 
< 1f(5) - fn(^) l + |fn(xx) - P(xx) 1 + Un(s) - fn(xx) 1 
< 3{e/3) «= e 
Henc© P(x) is neighborly at f • 
fo prove the theorem for cliquish functions, observe 
that hypothesis (i) implies (2) and hypothesis (ii) implies 
that there exists an contained In K(f) such that for 
every two elements x and x* in Mj,, 
ffnCx) - fn{x»)| < e/3. (i|.) 
Choose Xg and Xg in li« It follows from (2) and (i|^) that 
|F{xa) - P(x@)j 
= lF(x8)-fn(3C8}+fH(x8)-fn(x3)4-fn{xa)-P(x3) I 
S |P(x8)-fn(x8)|+lfn{xa)-fn(x»)l+|fn(x8)-P(x»)| 
< 3{e/3) « e. 
Hence P{x) is cliquish at f» 
fhe limit of a sequence of neighborly (cliquish) 
functions is not necessarily neighborly (cliquish). However, 
Bledsoe (3) iias proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM If (i) the sequence of functions lfn(x)J 
is defined and converges to P(x) on X, and if (ii) for 
every n, fn(x) neighborly on X, then the set of points 
of discontinuity of P(x) Is exhaustible. 
In the next chapter. Theorems 3 and I}, are shown to be 
special cases of more general theorems. 
The following example shows that (in contrast to con­
tinuity) two functions f(x) and g{x) may be neighborly or 
cliquish at a point x^, while f{x)+g(x), f(x)g{x) and 
f(x)/g(x), g(x) 4 0, need not be neighborly or cliquish at x^. 
Example 9. 
f(x} a 1 for X < 0^, 
f(x) « 1 for rational values of x such thst x > 0. 
f(x) « 2 for irrational values of x such that x > 0. 
g(x) = f(-x). 
In this example, f(x) and g{x) are neighborly (cliquish) 
at zero, but f(x) + g{x), f(x)g(x), and f(x)/g(x) are not 
neighborly (cliquish) at any point. 
THEOREM If (!) X is a metric space, if (11) f is 
defined on X with range in Y, and if (111) f is bounded 
and cliquish at s» then f may be redefined at f in such a 
manner that the resulting function is neighborly at § , 
Proof. Since f is cliquish at g, for every given 
positive Integer k, there exists a neighborhood Kjj. contained 
in N(5;l/k) such that for every two elements x and x» in Njc, 
!f(x) - f(x»)1 < l/k. (5) 
For every positive integer k, choose x^^) in Njj.. Clearly 
lira x^^^ = f . Since f(x) is bounded at f , there exists 
«»oo 
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a subsequence of say , such that lim f(x^^^) 
n—i>co 
exists* Let 7= lim f(x^^5) and define a new function as 
n—^«D 
follows! 
fi(x) = f(x) for X 4 f and 
fi(f) «= *l . 
Let positive numbers p and e be given. It will 
suffice to show that there exists an N contained in N(fil/p) 
such that for ©very x in N, f (x)eM(«2Je), Since 
lim f (x^^^) = »2 , there exists an integer q such that 
n«-i!K)0 
<} > maxCp,2/e] and (6) 
f{x('^)}GM(»zie/3). (7) 
It follows from ( 6 )  that NqCN(f;l/p)• Let an element Xj. 
in Nq be given. Prom (5), |f(xj.) - f(x^^^)l < l/q < e/2. 
Prom (7), If (x^ ) - >2 I < e/2. Thus 
|f(xi) -q J 
« |f(xi) - f(x(^)) + f(x{q)) - n I 
s |f(xi) - f(i<9')l + |r(x('5)) -n| 
< €. 
Hence fi(x) is neighborly at 
In Theorem 5, *7 may not be unique. However, it is 
easily seen that the set of adraissible <7*3 is closed. 
Example exhibits the fact that boundedness is essential 
in Theorem 5, 
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III. A-APPROACH 
A. Motivation and Definitions 
Let f{x) be a function on X onto a subset of Y, and 
let f and M(f(f)) be given. To determine the behavior of 
f|x) at f, it is convenient to consider properties of the 
point set f*"^EM(f (f))] . For example, if for every M(f{5)) 
the set f "^LMCf {f) )J contains an N(f), then f(x) is con­
tinuous at s. An obvious method for generalizing continuity 
is to weaken the requirements of f^CMCf (5) )J . Thus, if 
for every M(f(f)), f"lCM(f(f))] contains an H (not neces­
sarily an i(s)), then f{x) is neighborly at g. Prom this 
point of view the essential difference between neighbor-
liness and cliquishneas is apparent} properties of the set 
f*"l[M(f (5^))] do not characterize cliquishness. 
DEiflNITION 3» a# Let A be a set property defined for 
subsets of X, and let S be a subset of X. The point x is 
said to be a point of ^  approach ^  ^ if for every N(x), 
I(x)S has property 
b. The point x is said to be a point 
of kA approach (concentrated A approach) ^  S if there 
exists an N(x) such that for every 1 contained in K(x), 
NS has property A, 
1 Definitions 3 and i|. are essentially those introduced 
by Blumberg (7, p 672) for the case when the property A 
is inexhaustibility. 
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G. If S does not have property N , 
S la said to have property A". The point x is said to be 
® of approach ^  S If there exists an N(x) such 
that H{x)S has property A"". 
Example 10, 
Let X be the real continuum and let S be the Intervals 
(-1,0) and (0,1) plus the set of rational numbers greater 
than one. Let A be the property that a set contains an 
Interior point. In this example, the points 1-1,1] are 
points of A approach by S and the points in (-1,1) are 
points of kX approach by S. The points not in [-1,13 are 
points of approach by S, 
DEFINITION I}., a. Let f be a function on X onto a 
subset of y. The point x Is said to be a point of A 
f-approach ^  S if for every M(f(x)) and for every H(x), 
f-lrM{f(x))J N(x)S has property \ . 
b. The point x is said to be a point 
of kX (concentrated A) f-approach ^  S if for every M(f(x)) 
there exists an K(x) such that for every N contained in N(x), 
f •"ltM(f (x) )3NS has property X . 
c. The point x is said to be a point of 
^ f-apP^oaQh by S If there exists an M(f(x)) and an N(x) 
such that f"^[M(f(x))]N(x)S has property X". 
Example 11. 
Let 3 be the set of all non-negative numbers plus 
the set of all negative irrational numbers, and let X be 
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the property that a set contains an interior point. Let 
f(x) be defined as follows: 
f(x) « 0 for all non-positive values of x and for 
all rational values of x larger than one, 
f(x) » 1 for Irrational values of x larger than one. 
f{x) «= Zlq l/<3® at each point s in (0,1] , 
where the sum is taken over all denominators of rational 
numbers p/q in CO,si . In this example, f is raonoton© 
increasing in tO,13 and la discontinuous at every positive 
rational nuiaber. The points in 10,1) ar® points of 
f-approaeh by S, the rational points in [0,1) are not 
points of kA f-approach by S, and the points not in 10,1) 
are points of f-approach by S, 
DEPIlITIOi 5. Kie set property A is said to be an 
ascending set property^ if for every set S which has 
property A and for every subset A of X, it is true that 
{S+A) has property A, Under the same hypothesis on S and 
A,A is said to be a descending set property if SA has 
property A , fhe property A is said to be denuinerably 
additive (multiplleatlve) if the sum (product) of a 
denumerable number of sets which have property A is a set 
which has property A.  
1 Blumberg defines ascending and descending properties 
analogously but only for simply connected polygonal regions 
(8, pp 18-20). 
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Olearly if A is an ascending (descending) set 
property, then h is den-amerably additive (multiplicative). 
However, the converse is not true. For example, the 
property that a set be open is denumerably additive, but 
it Is not ascending. If A is an ascending set property, 
if a set f has property » aiad if ACT, then A has 
property • However, if A ia a deniJimerably additive set 
property, if a set T has property A~, and if ACT, then 
A may or may not have property A * For example, exhaust-
ibility is a denuiaerably additive set property, but subsets 
of an inexhaustible set may be exhaustible or inexhaustible. 
In particular th® product of a denuraerable number of 
inexhaustible sets raay be exhaustible, 
B. Approach properties of Functions 
LEKI'fA 2, Let X be a set property and S be a set in 
X, If E is the set of points of A approach by S which 
are not points of kA approach by S, then E is nowhere dense. 
Proof, If a neighborhood N contains a point of E, 
then there exists an contained in N such that H^S has 
property Thus no element of belongs to E. 
THE0SBf4 6. Let A be an ascending set property, let f 
be defined on X, and let S be a subset of X, If E is 
the set of points of A f-approach by S which are not 
points of kA f-approach by S, then E is exhaustible. 
Proof. Choose from . By Lerama 2, the set Ej 
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of points of N approach by f"'l(Mj^)S which are not points 
of kA approach hj is nowhere dense, fhus 
Ij. s= Hj Ej is exhaustible. It must be shown that EGEp. 
Let s belong to S« Since f is not a point of kA 
f-approach by S, there exists an Mi(f(f)) suoh that for 
every 1(5), there exists an Nx contained in N(g) such that 
f-^CMiCf (f))] IjS has property A~, Since is equivalent 
to iM}, there exists an Mk^(f(?)) contained in Mi(f(^)). 
Since A Is ascending (s) )]Ha,S has property A~, 
Hence J 
TIffiOREIM 7« Let X be & regular, separable Hausdorff 
space, let f(x) be a function on X onto a subset of Y, and 
let S b® a subset of X, If {1)A is an ascending set property, 
if {ii) A is such that the sum of a denumerable number of 
sets which have property A~ is a set which has property A"' , 
and if (iii) the elements of E are points of f-approach 
by S, then BS has property A~ • 
Proof, Let f be a point of E and let be a 
countable collection of neighborhoods equivalent to all 
of the neighborhoods of X, There exists an M(f(f)) and 
an 1(f) such that f ~I[M(f (f) 3n(^)S has property A~ • 
Choose Mj^Cf(f}) from and from such that 
(s) )£M(f (s) ) and . By hypothesis (i) 
f "ltMj^(f (f) )J M]j^{s)S has property , Associate with each 
element x of E such a pair of integers j and k. By 
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hypothesis (li), Ij, « where the stun 
is taken oTer all J end k associated with elements of E, 
has property « But ESSEj.. By hypothesis (1), ES 
has property A~ 
COROLLARY 7* Let X be a regular separable Hausdorff 
spsce, let f be a function on X into Y, and let % be the 
property that a set is inexhaustible. Then the set of 
points which are not points of inexhaustible -approach 
by X is exhaustible. 
Proof, Replace a by inexhaustibility and S by X in 
Theorem ?• 
COROLLARY 8. Let X be a regular separable Hausdorff 
space, let f be a function on X into Y, and let A be the 
property that a set is inexhaustible, Thmthe set of 
points R which are points of kA f-approach by X is a 
residual set (7, p 673). 
Proof. Under the property Inexhaustibility, Theorem 6 
states that the set E3. of points of inexhaustible f-approach 
by X which are not points of concentrated Inexhaustible 
f»approach by X is an exhaustible set. By Corollary 7» the 
set Ig of points which are not points of Inexhaustible 
f«approach by X is an exhaustible set. Thus R = X-(Ex+Ea). 
Hence R is residual. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be an ascending set property. If 
(1) the sequence of functions { fn(x)} is defined on X and 
oon-rerges uniformly on X to a function P, and if (11) 
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there exists an element s in X such that for every integer 
n, 5 is a point of >v fn-approach by S, then g is a point 
of A F-approach hj S. 
Proof, I»et M{p(s)) and N{?) be given. It must be 
shown that P~^[M{P{?))3N(s)S has property A . Choose a 
positive number e such that M(P(f;e))CM(P(f)), By 
hypothesis (i), there exists an integer n such that for 
every x in X, 1p(x) - fn(x)j < e/3. By hypothesis (11) 
fn^[M(f3aCf je/3))3 l(f)S has property A , Choose n in 
fn^[M{fn(fje/3))] N(s)S. Then 
|P(S) - W{<l)\ 
e lF(f) - fn(?) + fnCf) - fn('2) + fn('7) - F(^) 1 
^ lF(g) - fn(f) l + lfn(s) -fn(*2) 1 + Un(*z) - PC'^)! 
< 3(e/3) = e. 
Hence 
n. ep-l[M(P(f;e) )]ep"^[M(F(f })j. 
Since A la ascending, P~^[K(P(f))] N{f)S has property A • 
COROLLARY 9# Let Af be the property that a set 
contains an N(f)« Under the property Aj, Theorem 8 
yields the well-known fact that the uniforra limit of a 
sequence of functions each of which Is continuous at ^ 
is a function which is continuous at ^ , 
COROLLARY 10. Let A® be the property that a set 
contains a neighborhood. Under the property Theorem 8 
yields Theorem 3» that is, the uniform limit of a sequence 
of functions each of which is neighborly at 5 is a function 
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which is neighborly at f • 
Theoi?©!?! 8 yields particular results when a is one 
of the following propertiess residual on a neighborhood, 
nondenumerable, dense on a neighborhood, inexhaustible. 
Each result may be interpreted as a theorem involving a 
generalized continuity of the type studied by Blumberg, 
fhe following theorem exhibits a relation between con­
tinuous functions and functions which are continuous in 
these generalized senses. 
fflEOREM 9* Let N be an ascending set property and 
S be a set in X. If (i) there exists a function f on X 
into Y and a set D in X such that each x in D is a point 
of X f-approach by S, if (11) f is a limit point of D, 
and if (ill) the function P(x) is continuous at f with 
respect to S, then 5 is a point of A F-approach by S, 
Proof. Suppose f is not a point of A P-approach by 
S. fhen there exists an M(P{f)) and an H(f) such that 
) )J l(s)S has property Choose in N(s) 
such that for every x in Nj,(s)S» P{x)eMCP(s)). Then 
s)S » Nx(s)3« Since A la ascending, 
Ij,(f)S has property Choose «7 in Mi{f)D and M(f(i7)}« 
Then f~^[M(f {*1) }]]Ni(f )S has property A . But 
f-l[M{f (vi) )J MjtCf )SeHi( t)S. Since A is ascending, Ni(f)3 
has property A, a contradiction. Hence the theorem is 
proved. 
C. Looallj Characterizing Set Properties 
DEPIHIflOI 6* The property X is said to be a locally 
character12ing set property if for ©very set S which has 
property A and for every S such that NS has property A , 
there exists an N|. contained in M such that NiS has 
property \ and MxiST") has property 
fhe property that a set be residual on a neighborhood 
is a locally characterizing set property, while the 
property that a set be inexhaustible on a neighborhood is 
not. If S and T are two sets in X, then S is said to be 
open with respect to T if for every point x in S, there 
exists an N(x) such that lCx)fThus to require that 
a set be residual on a neighborhood is to require that the 
set be open on a neighborhood with respect to a set R which 
is residual in X* The following theorem exhibits the 
special result when 1 « X* 
THEOREM 10, Let f(x) be defined on X onto a subset 
of Y. If (1) A Is an ascending and locally characterizing 
set property, and if (11) every x is a point of A 
f-approach by X, then f is neighborly on X. 
Proof, Letf, M(f{s)) and H{f) be given. Choose 
such that ( ^) } crM( f (f) ) . By hypothesis (l), 
there exists an Ij. contained in H{f) such that 
f~lCKa.(f ) )]Ni has property A and {f(f)WNj. has 
property Suppose there exists an *1 in Nj, such that 
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f{r^)^M{f(f))* Choose M(f{ri)) disjoint from 
By hypothesis (li), ('q ))] has property A . 
Since f (^) )J (f) and A is ascending, 
Cf))3'^l|. has property A , a contradiction. Hence 
f {9 )eM(f (s))» Thus for every x In Nj., f (x)GM(f (f)), 
that is, f(x) is neighborly at f. 
fhe locally characterizing property Is essential In 
Theorem 10. For example if A is the property that a set 
b© dens© on a neighborhood, and if f{x) «= 1 for rational 
values of x and f(x) « -i for irrational values of x, 
then A la an ascending aet property and each x is a point 
of A f-approach. In this example, f la not neighborly at 
any point. 
LSMM 3» A be an ascending locally characterlssing 
set property. If S. and S are sets in X and M is a 
neighborhood such that IRS has property A, then there 
exists a neighborhood Hj, contained in N such that NiR{S~) 
has property A~. 
Proof. Since A is ascending, HS has property A , 
Since A is locally characterizing, there exists an Ni 
contained in 1 such that has property A~. Prom 
the ascending property of A, it now follows that Ni.R{S~) 
has property A"^, 
THEOREM 11. Let A be an ascending locally character­
izing set property, let f be a function on X into Y, and 
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l©t S be a set in X. If each element of S ia a point 
of A f-approach by S, and If f is a point of A f-approach 
by S, then for ©very M{f(f)) and for every N(f) there exists 
an I contained in H(f) such that for every x in NS, 
f{x)eM{f{g)). 
froof. Let M{f(f)) and N(f) b© given. Choose Mx{f(f)) 
such that cMi(fCf))CZM{f{f)). How f"^CMi(f (f) )]N(f )S has 
property A » By Leaaaa 3# there exists an N contained in 
1(f) such that f-lLM3.(f(s))]'^IS has property Suppose 
, a point of IS, is such that f (17 )^M(f (f)). Choose 
M{f(r2)) disjoint froM Mi(f(f)). low f-3.CM(f (<7))]NS has 
property A . Since A is ascending, f^CM^Cf (f) )r'KS has 
property A , a contradlotlon. Hence f {*j)GM(f (^) )• 
The oonclusion of Theorem 11 may be stated in the 
following way: For every positive number e and for every 
H(f), there exists an 1 contained in Htf) such that for 
every x in IS, lf{x) - f(f)| < e. 
In fheoreia 11, if f is required to be a point of 
kA f-approach by S, the following stronger result is 
obtained, 
fHEOREM 12. Let X be an ascending locally character­
izing set property, let f be a function on X into X, and 
let S be a set in X. If each element of S is a point of 
A f-approach by S, and If f is a point of kA f-approach 
by S, then f is continuous at f with respect to S. 
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Proof, Let M{f{f)) and N(f) be given. Choose 
such that cKa.{f (f) )cZM(f (5)), Since f Is a 
point of kA f-apppoaoh by S, there exists an N].(f) 
contained in N(f) such that for every K contained in 
f"kMi(f{f))]MS has property A • Suppose ri , 
a point of ia such that f (i2)^M(f (f)). Choose 
M{f(^)) disjoint from Mi{f(f)). Now f-lCM(f{n) )]Nx(s)S 
has property A . By LesHna 3» there exists an Nj, contained 
in Ni (f) such that f"^CM{f (t?) )]~NxS has property A~ . 
Since A ia ascending, f "•l[Mj.(f (f) )J NiS has property A~, a 
contradletion. Thus f {*i)eM{f (f)). Hence f(x) is con­
tinuous at s with respect to S. 
COROLLARY 11. Let A be an ascending locally 
characterizing set property, let f(x) be defined on X, 
and let S be a set in X. If each element of S ia a point 
of A f-approach by S, then f{x) is continuous over S with 
respect to S except on an exhaustible set. 
Proof, Theorem 12 states that f(x) is continuous with 
respect to S at each point of S which is a point of kA 
f-approach by S. Theorem 6 states that the set of points 
of S which are not points of kX f-approach by S is an 
exhaustible set. Corollary 11 is an immediate consequence 
of these two statements. 
THEOREM 13. Let the sequence of functions ifn(x)J 
be defined and converge to F(x) on X, and let R be a set 
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resldual in X, Let A be an ascending locally character­
izing set property. If for every n, each x in R is a 
point of A fn-approaoh toy B, then P(x) is continuous over 
H with respect to H except on an exhaustible set. 
Proof. By Corollary 11, fn(x) is continuous on a 
residual set Ra with respect to R. Thus for every n, 
fnCx) is continuous on the residual set R* with respect 
to H, where R' Rja. Let w(x) » lim sup |P(*i) - P(x)j 
for fi's in R if this limit exists, and let w{x) = 1 at 
all other points of R. Let n and p be positive integers 
and define the set as follows} » l[x^RM w(x) 2: l/p 
and for every m such that m > n, |fi„(x) - F(x)l < l/7pj. 
Suppose there are integers n and p and a neighborhood N such 
that Ip^ is dense on H* Choose ^  in HEp^. Then 
- F(s)j < l/7p» Since fn{x) is continuous at f with 
respect to R, there exists an N(f) contained in N such that 
for every x in N(f)R, Ifn(x) - fn(s)| < l/7p. Since 
wCf) > l/p, there exists an Xj in N{f)R such that 
lF{f) - F(x3,}1 z 6/7p* Choose m greater than n such that 
|fm(xi) - P(xj,)l < l/7p» Since Xj, is a point of A 
fjQ-approach by R, Theorem 11 states that there exists an 
Ijt contained in K(f) such that for every x in NjR, 
|fm(x) - fj^(xi)| < l/7p. Choose Xg in NiEp'^. This is 
possible because Ep^ is dense in N, Then 
iFj^Cxa) - Wjxx ) ] < 1/7P* Since XaGEp'^, jfroCx^ )-fn(x8) l<2/7p. 
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Hence 
lP(f) - P(xi)1 
a |F{s)-^n(f )"^i'ia(3C3.)-P{x3,)+fn(f )-.faUa ) 
4- fnCxa )«-f^(xa )+f3^(xg| ) { 
< |P(f )-fa(s5 l + li'jji{xi)-P(xi)l + jfn(s)-fa(xa)| 
+  I  f n ( x a  ) )  i  I  ^ m ( ^ »  )  )  I  
< 6/7P, 
Thia is a oontradictioni thus is nowhere dense. Hence 
E « ^ n,p ®p^ exhaustible and F(x) is continuous on 
(R*-l) with respect to H, 
COROLLARy 12, The limit of a sequence of neighborly 
functions is continuous on a residual set. 
Proof. Let be the property that a set contains 
a neighborhood. Under the property An, Theorem 13 is a 
statement of the corollary. 
Corollary 12 is Bledsoe* s result (3)» namely. Theorem i|., 
D, Peculiar Functions 
DBPINITIOK 7. Let the function f be defined on X Into Y, 
and let y be a point property of the function f. Then f is 
said to b© peculiar with respect to the property y if X may 
be partitioned into two sets and each everywhere dense 
in X and such that f has property y each point of Xx and 
f has property y ii© point of Xg (6), 
Example 5 exhibits a function which is peculiar with 
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respect to continuity and nelghborliness. It was stated 
earlier that cliquishness and upper-semicontinuity are the 
same type of generalization of continuity. Although there 
are functions which are peculiar with respect to upper-
aeaicoatinuity, Thielman has showi (6) that no ftin-ction is 
peculiar with respect to cliquishness. To clarify this 
difference between upper-semicontinuous functions and cliquish 
functions, the J?ollowing definition and theorem are given. 
DEFIIIITIOF 8. Let f be a function on X into Y, let v be 
a set property defined for subsets of X, let S be a set in X 
and let f be a point in X, Then ? is said to be a point of 
£.''M££232h ^ (weak A f-approach by S) if, for every 
positive e and for every iCf), there exists a point "T. such 
that f }£) 1 S(t)S has property A , 
For example, if A is the property that a set contains 
a neighborhood, then f is cliquish on X if and only if each 
point of X is ft point of wA f-approach with respect to some 
fixed set in X, 
THE-QRKM II4.. Let f be defined on X into Y, let S be a 
subset of X, and let X be a set property defined for subsets 
of X. fhen the set 1 of points of wx f-approach by S is 
closed. 
Proof. Let f be a limit point of S and let K(f) and 
a positive e be given. Choose s in N(f )E, Since 5 
and lf(f) is a rielghborhood of § , there exists a point 
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such that f*"l[M{vi|e}] K{f )S has property A . Thus f^E. 
GOROLIjAHy 13. If the aet E of points of wA f-approach 
by S la dense in X, then E « X, In other words, there can 
exist no fxmction which is pecviliar with respect to the point 
property of wA f-approach by S» 
COROLLARY lij.. Let f be defined on X Into Y, and let 
X be a regular separable Hausdorff space. Then every point 
of X is a point of w inexhaustible f-approach by X. 
Proof. By Corollary 7» each point of a set R, which is 
residual in X, is a point of Inexhaustible (and thus w 
inexhaustible) f-approach by X. The corollary now follows 
from Corollary 13. 
The following theorem exhibits a relation between points 
of wA f-approach and points of A f-approach, 
THEOREM 1$, Let X be a metric space, let S be a set in 
X, and let f be a fxinction on X into Y. If A is an ascending 
set property, if f is bounded at a point f, and if f is a 
point of wA f-approach by S, then f may be redefined at f 
in such a manner that, if fj. is the resulting function, s" 
is a point of A fj,-approach by S, 
Proof. Since is a point of wA f-approach by S, for 
eve3?y given positive Integer k, there exists a point 
such that f~l[M(*ljjjl/k)] N(f jl/k)S has property A . If 
f ~^[M('T.jj.jl/k)] N(^jl/k)S is empty, then every set has 
property A and the theorem is trivial. Choose x^^^ in 
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IMC'licil/k)]l(f jl/k)S. Clearly lira * f • Since f 
IC '•'•S'* 
Xs ^ 3 sill?s@Qix@oJT (k)^ , 
saj such that 11m exists. Let lira f(x^^h j3*i.a»oo ii'—^cx) 
and define as followsi 
fa,{x) w f(x) for X 4 f and 
fiC?) « 7 • 
Let M(^) and M(f) b® given and choose a positive integer m 
such that N(f jl/ra)CK(^) and MC^jl/in)£M{'9), Since 
liM * *7 , there exists a positive integer q such 
n.—».oo 
that q > 3ii and |f(x^^^) - I < 1/3bi. How 
f "l[M{t]q}l/3ra)] I(f }1/3m)S has property A, Suppose 
XiGf-'l[M<'f?q;l/3m)]N(^}l/3ra)S, Then |f (xx) - '^ql < l/3ro. 
Thus 
lf{Xi) - <7 I 
« If(Xi) " % + " fix^^h + t(x^^h - ^ I 
< |f(xj - aql + l ^q - f(xCq))| + |f{x(^)) . ^ I 
< l/m. 
Hence Xx^f"'^[M(»^|l/in)]lf(f}l/in)SCfli;M(i7)lN(^)S. Since A 
is an ascending set property, f"^[M('7)lN(^)S has property A . 
Hence g- is a point of A fi-approftch hy S. 
GOROLLIRX 15« If A is the property that a set contains 
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